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Your favorite Marvel superheroes are presented in 20 dot-to-dot puzzles that are amazing enough

to display when you're finished! More sophisticated than the one-dimensional dot-to-dots you knew

as a child, these puzzles take about 30 minutes to complete. Expressive line work builds as you join

the dots, and each page is easily removed when you're finished. Who will be revealed next? Get

your pencil ready to connect!
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Thomas Pavitte is a graphic designer and experimental artist who often uses simple techniques to

create highly complex pieces. He set an unofficial record for the most complex dot-to-dot drawing in

2011 with his version of the Mona Lisa in 6,239 dots. He lives and works in Melbourne, Australia.

I love dot-to-dot books, Marvel, and Thomas Pavitte, so I was ecstatic to see that he was coming

out with a book that combined all of those things. I pre-ordered this one and I have not been

disappointed. The numbers are definitely very small, but with a bright light, I haven't had much

difficulty deciphering the numbers. I've included a couple images of the small dots to give you a

better idea of their size. It's certainly something to consider, and if you struggle to see small images

you may need to use a magnifying glass for this one. It does help that all of Thomas's dot-to-dot

books use a different ink color for each 100 numbers, so that makes it easier to find each number.

Also, because each image has so many dots, you never have to draw very long lines. With other



dot-to-dot books I often have to use a ruler because the lines can criss-cross across the entire

page, but this book doesn't do that, so I haven't need to use a ruler at all to create clean straight

lines. The numbers can get very close together, so be sure to use a fine-point pen or marker or

you'll be drawing over your numbers a lot. I usually use between a 0.1mm- and 0.4mm size pigment

liner. Sakura Pigma Micron's are my favorite for this book. I recommend tearing out each page

before you begin working so you can lay it completely flat on a hard surface. I have several of the

completed images hanging on my fridge and I get a lot of compliments about them.

until this book came out the only quibble i had with the series was the poster dot to dot. 1000 dots

for two pages just does not look all that good. too spacey. exception the sydney opera house done

looks darn good here problem solved. the poster has 1700 dots better result. i have bought this

complete series. am now just finishing up on acouple books. hey thunder press send this pavitte

back to work LOL i need more

Awesome Dot-to-Dot. I ordered ones that were Star Wars and Disney Princesses from someone

other than Thomas Pavitte and they were terrible. These are AMAZING. My Five year old son can't

wait to have me hang them all around his room.

Good but challenging, mainly to the eyesight! The numbers are very tiny and my 9 year old

grandson and I both had trouble seeing them. His eyes kicked in and he had fun with the book.

(Grandma's eyes never could quite focus!)

The only reason I gave this product 3 stars is I find having to use a magnifying glass very frustrating.

The drawings are very complex and should give someone with keen eyesight a great time.

I love all of his dot to dot books. I was so excited for this one. I love it! It didn't disappoint at all. I'm

not even that interested in Marvel characters, but I still love it. Fun!

Hours of entertainment! Great book!

Bought this for my daughter, who is a Marvel fan. She loves the book started on the first drawing

immediately. She completed several in the first few days of owning the book.
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